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General Comments
This was the first time that this exam was sat. The candidates were required to
answer all the questions in Section A, Developmental Psychology and all the
questions from a choice of two topic areas in Section B. The two topic areas that
the candidates were able to choose from in Section B were Criminological and
Health. Section A comprises of short-answer questions and two eight-mark
extended open-response questions. One eight-mark question focuses on
developmental psychology and the other is an eight-mark synoptic question
based on developmental psychology and issues from Units 1 and 2. Section B
comprises short-answer questions and two eight-mark extended open-response
questions.
The candidates in the main attempted all the questions in the two sections, with
very few blank responses being seen. However, candidate performance was
varied, with a small number achieving marks in level 3 and a larger number
achieving marks in level 1. Candidates at level 1 were unable to fully answer the
questions either through lack of understanding of the requirements of the
question or an inability to apply their knowledge to the command verb.
Knowledge of the theories and studies in this specification by the candidates was
varied. It was apparent from the responses read that several centres had
prepared their candidates for this exam well whilst others had not. Candidates
who lacked familiarity of theories and studies were greatly disadvantaged as
shown in their responses which tended to be very generic. One candidate wrote
an excellent level 3 answer for an essay question but had written completely
about the wrong study. On a positive note they had the skills to achieve a level 3
answer. The essay questions acted as discriminators for the exam paper as the
candidates had to respond to command verbs that carried more marks and
accessed two out of the three assessment objectives, AO1, AO2 and AO3. They
were asked to evaluate and assess, if in their evaluate answer they did not
provide a conclusion they were awarded 0 marks. For the assess questions, if
they did not make a judgement then again they were awarded 0 marks.
Stimulus material and scenarios were provided in a number of the short answer
questions which the candidates were able to link their answers to. Where no
links were made and generic answers given the candidates did not respond to
the question nor the AO2 and were awarded low marks.

Paper Summary
The following advice is offered to candidates and centre assessors based on the
performance of this exam during this series:
Candidates would benefit from knowing what is expected from them in their
answers with the different command verbs. Where the command verb ‘evaluate’
is used in an essay question the candidates are expected to write a conclusion,
by doing so they will then be eligible to access the higher levels. For an ‘assess’
question a judgement needs to be made. In the IAL specification on page 77 a
taxonomy of command words is provided. This will provide the candidates with
the knowledge of the necessary skills they will be required to use for the
individual command words used throughout the exam paper.
With the short answer questions the candidates must ensure that they do not
provide additional unnecessary information, for example in the case of the
command verb identify. An example demonstrating this is seen in 1a on the next
page.
Candidates may find it beneficial to understand which assessment objectives are
accessed with a command verb. Where stimulus material or a scenario is used
and the question stem refers to it (this is an AO2 question), the candidate must
write a suitable response which makes reference to the stimulus or scenario
otherwise it will be a generic answer and score no marks.

Comments on Individual Questions:
Section A – Developmental Psychology
Q01a
Question Introduction
The majority of candidates successfully answered this question. Several provided
detail about the points rather than just identifying the key point eg Type C. Of
those who failed to score marks on this question, this was due to lack of
understanding about what the question required. Some wrote detailed information
about the behaviours displayed by Hannah and Amelia rather than just the
attachment type.

This answer gained 2 marks. This candidate identified the type of attachment
demonstrated by Amelia and then went on to explain it, which was not required.
Examiner Tip
If the command verb in the question is identify, there is no requirement for the
candidate to offer an explanation as well.

Q01b
Question Introduction
A mixed set of responses were seen, with some candidates writing about Amelia’s
behaviour which was therefore not creditworthy. The reason other candidates
did not score maximum marks was that their descriptions were too brief. The
most common responses were that Hannah would be difficult to settle or comfort.

This answer was awarded 1 mark for a partial description.
Examiner Tip
The command verb for this question is describe, the candidates are therefore
required to give an account of something by developing their statement in response
to the scenario.
Q02a
Question Introduction
A number of candidates were able to correctly give a conclusion from the
information in the table and were awarded full marks for this question. However,
weaker candidates wrote a statement about the results but did not offer an
appropriate conclusion, therefore did not gain any marks. The best candidates
used the data to reinforce their observations.

This candidate was awarded 2 marks for an accurate conclusion. They have used
the information available to them in the table by concluding that depending on
the pairing depended on how fast the mathematical problem was solved.

This candidate was awarded 1 mark as they did not provide an accurate
conclusion in their answer.
Examiner Tip
When the question refers to the stimulus material the candidates must ensure
their answer includes it.
Q02b
Question Introduction
The candidates were asked to provide a definition of ZPD. A straightforward
definition for most candidates however some were misguided in their responses.
Of those who failed to score maximum marks for this definition it was due to
responses not being developed. Eg “what the maximum work/skill learner can
do”, rather than elaborating the point to include with help/assistance.

This answer was awarded 1 mark for a correct definition.

Q02c
Question Introduction
Many candidates struggled with this question as they were unable to provide a
justification for using quantitative data. They understood what quantitative data
is, providing a definition rather than a reason why it should be used within
psychology.

This answer was awarded 1 mark as it justifies the use of quantitative data.

This answer did not gain any marks as the candidate does not rationalise the use
of quantitative data in research.
Examiner Tip
When the command verb, justify is used in a question the candidates are
required to rationalise a decision or action.

Q02d
Question Introduction
This question provided a challenge for candidates. Most understood a weakness
in general but did not link it to the scenario therefore missed out on the AO2
mark. The justification of the weakness was much better and the candidates
could acknowledge why. Several candidates left this answer blank.

This answer was awarded 2 marks. The candidate identifies the weakness,
namely no baseline was taken of the children prior to the investigation and
provided an explanation why it was important to take a baseline figure before
beginning the investigation.

Q03a
Question Introduction
This question was answered well by the majority of candidates, gaining them
one mark. They clearly understood the requirements of the question and knew
how to work out the mean percentage score to two decimal places.
Examiner Tip
Ensure candidates are competent in the mathematical skills listed in the IAL
Psychology Specification on page 67.
Q03b
Question Introduction
In the main, candidates were able to predict the percentage of conservation
errors in volume for nine-year-old children as they had worked out the current
trend in the data was 19. Therefore, if the percentage of errors for eight-yearolds was 26, then for nine-year-olds it would be 26 – 19 = 7%
Q03c
Question Introduction
This question was answered successfully by many of the candidates as they were
able to identify an appropriate weakness of using a structured observation, with
the top candidates explaining why the weakness was a problem. Some candidates
simply put terms into their response ie lacks ecological validity without the
elaboration of what ecological validity means. This skill could have been applied
to 2d in the context of the scenario.

This candidate was awarded two marks for the identification of the weakness,
demand characteristics, followed by the explanation in their final sentence.

This response was not awarded any marks as the candidate did not identify nor
explain a weakness of structured observations.
Examiner Tip
Make sure all points are relevant to the question that has been asked, in
this case a weakness of using a structured observation.
Q03d
Question Introduction
The majority of candidates were able to answer this question successfully.

This response was awarded 2 marks. The candidate identifies ethnographic
fieldwork observations as an alternative research method (AO1), then proceeds
to justify their choice by explaining its ecological validity (AO3).

Q04
Question Introduction
Very few candidates scored above a level two for this essay, they appeared to
struggle with the concepts required in the question. They did not respond in an
appropriate manner to the command verb in the question, often providing
generic statements which led to limited supporting evidence. Where level 2
answers were seen, the conclusions were superficial although the material they
referred to was accurate and relevant.
The study most frequently referred to in this essay is Harlow’s. Weaker
candidates described the study but were unable to evaluate how it could be used
as an explanation of attachment, thereby restricting the candidate to a level 1
mark. Stronger candidates used a number of different studies and tried to make
them fit into their evaluation of learning theories with limited success.
Examiner’s Tip
If the command verb ‘evaluate’ is used in a question stem, then the candidate
needs to ensure that they review the information that they have been asked to
evaluate and then to bring it together by writing a conclusion. Without a conclusion present the candidate will not achieve above level 1 marks. There should be
a balance of strengths and weaknesses in the AO3, and that any conclusion of
judgement is also balanced.

This candidate was awarded 6 marks, a level 3 answer. They have demonstrated
accurate knowledge and understanding of a number of learning theories,
namely, classical conditioning, Harlow, O’Connor and Bowlby as an explanation
of attachment. The candidate has constructed a coherent chain of reasoning
which leads to a conclusion. They have a grasp of competing arguments,
however their evaluation is imbalanced.

Q05
Question Introduction
This question presented a challenge for the candidates as it became very clear
from reading through the responses that there was a distinct lack of knowledge
and understanding of cross cultural research into the development of children.
This is to say the least surprising as the unit specification includes the classic
study by Van iJzendoorn and Kroonenberg (1988) and the contemporary study
by Casibba et al. (2013). If either or both of these had been studied to some
depth the weaker candidates would have been able to gain more marks on this
question. There were limited attempts made by candidates to gain the full marks
on offer, as they provided limited responses.
Stronger candidates used the strange situation experiment and provided detailed
elaboration of how it can be used to test the cultural basis for attachment.
Weaker candidates wrote generically of the way different countries throughout
the world raised their children and the type of attachment this subsequently led
to. Several candidates correctly used the study by Sagi et al. as evidence
against the generalisability of cross cultural research into the development of
children.
This essay was poorly attempted not because of poor assessment skills,
although these were a contributory factor, but more because of lack of basic
knowledge of the two main studies on the subject in the unit specification.

This candidate was awarded level 1, 1 mark. They have named a couple of
studies, the strange situation and Kroonenberg, and referred to studies in Japan,
Germany and Israel which hint at their relevance to the question. However, they
are weak and just isolated elements of knowledge.
Section B – Option 1; Criminological Psychology

Q06a
Question Introduction
Many candidates were able to state what is meant by the term stress but failed to
be awarded any marks as they did not apply it to an eyewitness setting by the
use of key word such as crime. The scenario in the question was provided to
guide them with their answer.

This answer was awarded 1 mark. The candidate has linked their response to
stress and eyewitnesses which is what they were required to do by the
command verb and the question.
Examiner Tip
Candidates need to read the questions carefully and ensure that they answer
them in full and not in part.

Q06b
Question Introduction
This question was answered well by the majority of candidates as they used the
scenario at the beginning of the question to help them. Weaker candidates failed
to contextualise their answers to eyewitness reliability therefore lost marks due to
generic responses.

One mark was awarded to this candidate for their answer. The candidate has
contextualised their answer by making the link between the stress experienced
by an eyewitness, in this case that caused by a weapon and the fact that
because of this they are unable to focus on the face of perpetrator committing
the crime.
Examiner Tip
Practise reading questions and highlighting key words that may provide a link to
the answer, using the scenario when present.

Q07a
Question Introduction
This question was answered well by a large number of the candidates, gaining
them one mark. They clearly understood the requirements of the question and
knew how to work out the range.
Examiner Tip
Ensure candidates are competent in the mathematical skills listed in the IAL
Psychology Specification on page 67.
Q07b
Question Introduction
Many candidates were awarded one mark for their answer to this question as
they clearly understood the mathematical term and how to work it out. Weaker
candidates left this question blank.
Q07c
Question Introduction
Candidates had a mixed rate of success with this question. They were split in
terms of those who could use the information provided to them and those who
produced generic statements. There was some confusion from candidates about
what the data appeared to show as this was not read correctly/accurately.

This candidate was awarded 2 marks for their answer. They have linked the
effects that they have identified to the scenario, the defendant.

One mark was awarded to this candidate for the first part of their answer. They
were awarded no marks for the second part, how do they know black defenders
are more likely to be convicted of drug related crimes than violent crimes, this
information was not provided in the stimulus material.

Q07d
Question Introduction
Generally candidates were aware of the ethical issues but struggled to
implement them in relation to the scenario. The most common responses were
about confidentiality and the right to withdraw, however these needed to be
developed in terms of the scenario

Two AO2 marks were awarded to this candidate for their response. They have
identified an ethical issue from the stimulus material.
Examiner Tip
Make sure enough points are written to access all the available marks.

This candidate did not gain any marks as they have not developed their
response in terms of the scenario.
Q08a
Question Introduction
Candidates struggled with drawing a bar chart. More specifically we saw a
number of candidates producing a histogram. Candidates lost marks for axis
labels being drawn inaccurately as well as the scale of speed and/or an
appropriate title.
Examiner tip
Candidates would benefit from identifying the type of graph they are drawing in
addition to fully operationalising their titles. When plotting data candidates must
be accurate using the graph paper to ensure they match up the number on the
axes to the actual plotted data. In addition, axes should be accurately numbered
and labelled.

This response was awarded 2 marks. The candidate has drawn a bar graph and
not as requested a bar chart.

Q08b
Question Introduction
Candidates found it very difficult to gain three marks for this question. Most could
apply the data and the AO1 identification point however lost marks for justification
and amplification of the research.

One mark was awarded for this response, for A03. The candidate explains how
the eyewitnesses might have developed a schema for estimating the speed of
the vehicles, justifying why it was changed unconsciously.

The candidate was awarded 3 marks for this response, the AO1 is embedded
within it.

Q09
Question Introduction
Penrod and Cutler (1989) is the study cited in the WPS03 specification for factors
influencing jury decision-making. It is therefore expected that candidates will be
very familiar with this study, however, candidates may use any element of
conducted research that is relevant to eyewitness expert testimony. Provided
they understand its relevance to the criminological psychology option unit,
however, this was not seen to be the case as candidates appeared to struggle
with it from the responses seen. In particular, limited understanding was
demonstrated by candidates at the lower end of the ability range. Some
candidates produced responses that were generic and therefore lost marks as
they could be applied to any of the studies covered within this section of work.
Once again as with the previous essay, candidates are not addressing the
command verb of the question, in this case ‘evaluate’. If they did not include a
conclusion in their response, then they could not achieve marks above level 1.
This question proved to be a good differentiator of grades.
Examiner Tip
Candidates should ensure that they are familiar with the studies noted in the
WPS03 specification, as questions on evaluating them will appear regularly on
future exam papers.

Question 09 – comment on example given.
This response gained Level 3 - 5 marks. The candidate is obviously familiar with
the Penrod and Cutler study, accurately quoting the number of psychology undergraduate students who took part in it before evaluating the sample. They
evaluate the study throughout their response, with a coherent chain of reasoning
supported by facts from the study. Their conclusion is imbalanced but worthy of
a level 3 mark. However, it should be noted that it is inadvisable to make
sweeping statements in a response, for instance, ‘students are often lefty and lenient’, as this detracts from the candidate’s work.

Q10
Question Introduction
This is another assess question which presented a challenge for the candidates.
Their knowledge and understanding of the role of the media as an influence on
anti-social behaviour was lacking. In fact, many students left this response blank
or produced a very limited attempt for a key theory on the specification. Very few
candidates got above a level 1 for this essay as they were unable to offer a
judgement.
Most candidates understood what social learning theory is but were unable to
make the link to anti-social behaviour. There were a small minority of candidates
who produced a response that was common sense rather than psychological in its
design.
Examiner tip
Assess questions require the candidate to make a judgement, ensure they know
how to do this.
Question 10 – comment on example given.
The candidate was awarded a level 3, 5 marks. They have explained social
learning theory, supporting this with Bandura’s study of aggression using the
BoBo doll. They further support their argument with Anderson and Dil’s study into
the reaction of children following the playing of a violent video game. Then as a
coherent chain of reasoning the candidate discusses the Charlton et al. study,
citing upbringing and manners as more influential on antisocial behaviour. At the
end of their essay they make a judgement.

Section B – Option 2; Health Psychology
Q011a
Question Introduction
Most candidates were able to identify an appropriate answer to this question.

One mark was awarded to the candidate for this answer. They have used the
scenario to identify a life event that has happened to Malcolm and used it to
define life event.
Q011b
Question Introduction
There were a small number of candidates who could not identify a suitable
response.

The candidate was awarded one mark for this response. They have understood
the term life event and using the scenario predicted what Malcolm may
experience in his future.
Examiner tip
Care should be taken by candidates to think about the nature of the question
and link it to the stem to prevent their answer being identified as generic.

Q012a
Question Introduction
This question was answered well by many of the candidates, gaining them one
mark. They clearly understood the requirements of the question and knew how
to work out the range.
Examiner Tip
Ensure candidates are competent in the mathematical skills listed in the IAL
Psychology Specification on page 67.
Q012b
Question Introduction
In the main candidates were awarded one mark for their answer to this question
as they clearly understood the mathematical term modal and how to work it out.
Weaker candidates left this question blank.
Q012c
Question Introduction
Candidates who prepared for this option struggled to respond in the nature that
the question required, many not using the information provided and observing
the trends shown for them.

This response was awarded two marks. The candidate clearly understands social
support and have in their answer been able to link it to the stimulus material.

Q012d
Question Introduction
Candidates often just managed to think of one ethical consideration of this data
and therefore ignored the general points that the question required. They need
to be able to link the scenario in with their response in order to gain the full
marks.

This response was awarded one mark for their A03 statement which is found in
the last sentence of their second ethical consideration.
Q013a
Question Introduction
The candidates struggled with a scatter diagram. Bar charts, line graphs were all
chosen to represent the data. The scales of measurements need to be increased
in order to go beyond the number of days featured to demonstrate understanding
that there are trends that could go beyond the data displayed. Labelling axis
continues to be an issue for some candidates and therefore will lead to loss of
marks.

This candidate was awarded two marks, one mark for the title and one mark for
the axis.
Examiner Tip
Where there are trends that could go beyond the data displayed then the scales
of measurements need to be increased.

Q013b
Question Introduction
Candidates were accurate at identifying and applying their knowledge of the data
however some struggled in terms of justification of their knowledge.

This candidate was awarded three marks for their accurate response which they
have justified.

Q14
Question Introduction
This essay question was poorly answered by a number of candidates. They
appeared to be unsure about CBT as a strategy for anxiety disorders and were
therefore unable to evaluate it as a treatment. It was noted that much of the
information seen in the essays was common sense and did not answer the
demands of the evaluate question. Evidence was however hard to find in some
responses, with candidates unable to elaborate on their psychological knowledge.
Those candidates who provided a comparison and or conclusions throughout their
essay were awarded marks in level 3.

Question 14 – comment on example given.
The candidate was awarded a level 1, 2 marks. They have explained Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy (CBT) in their first paragraph. They then describe SIT which
is not required and does not support their evaluation of CBT and its treatment for
anxiety disorders. In their third paragraph, they discuss the strength of CBT as a
treatment for anxiety disorders. They provide a conclusion in their final
paragraph, however, it is generic and the supporting evidence that it refers to is
limited.

Question 15
Question Introduction
Nakonz and Shik (2009) is the contemporary study cited in the WPS03 health
specification for religious coping strategies by Philippine migrant workers in Hong
Kong. It is therefore expected that candidates will be very familiar with this study
and understand its relevance to the health psychology option unit, however, this
was not seen to be the case as candidates appeared to struggle with it from the
responses seen.
This study lacked detail from a number of candidates, in particular, limited
understanding was demonstrated by candidates at the lower end of the ability
range, with some confused as to the nature of the study. These candidates
produced evaluations that were inaccurate in the context of the research.
Once again as with the previous essay, candidates are not addressing the
command verb of the question, in this case ‘evaluate’. If they did not include a
conclusion in their response, then they could not achieve marks above level 1.
This question proved to be a good differentiator of grades.
Examiner Tip
Candidates should ensure that they are familiar with the studies noted in the
WPS03 specification, as questions on evaluating them will appear regularly on
future exam papers.

This candidate response was awarded level 1, 2 marks. They have some
knowledge and understanding of the Nakonz and Shik study as they provide detail of it, which if they had then evaluated what they had written and provided a
conclusion would have placed them in level 2 at least. Their evaluation is found
on page 2 of their response, which appears to be a limited attempt at addressing
the question using ecological validity, generalisability and population validity.
Their conclusion is found at the bottom of page one of the response, it is generic
and the supporting evidence limited.
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